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CERTIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS
Redtronic products are rigorously tested to not only meet industry certifications and standards but to exceed them! 

DEKRA Temporary mounted (magnetic and suction) products endure a DEKRA speed test to ensure they are fit for purpose. Tests are performed in 
normal weather conditions and consist of a high-powered vehicle travelling up to speeds of 153mph / 247kph with no product movement. 
Variables such as wind velocity and air temperature are recorded.

DEKRA

KBA KBA (Kraftfahrt-Bundesamt) is a requirement for German road traffic licensing regulations. This is monitored by the Federal Motor Transport 
authority which issues EC certificates for vehicles, components and accessories as well as EC type approvals according to national and 
international road traffic legislation.KBA

UTAC UTAC (Technical Union of the Automobile, Motorcycle and Cycle) is a requirement by the French Government. UTAC conducts testing under EU 
regulation to ensure products meet the national and international road traffic legislation.

UTAC

ADR ADR (The European Agreement concerning the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road) ensures that any dangerous goods  
transported by road can cross international borders freely if the goods, vehicles and drivers comply with its rules.

ADR

CE CE (European conformity) is required for goods sold in the European Economic Area (EEA), it certifies that a product has met EU health, safety, 
and environmental requirements, which ensure consumer safety. It is not a quality indicator or a certification mark.

CE

ECE R148 is a UN regulation for light signalling devices and combines the provisions of individual UN Regulations numbers including R6  
(Directional indicator lights front, rear and side), R7 (position lights, tail lights and stop lights) and R23 (reversing warning lights).
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ECE R65 ECE R65 is a UN regulation for beacons, lightbars and other vehicle warning lamps to ensure that certain key standards governing light output, 
light dispersion, flash frequency and colour are being met. Class II should be approx. 2.3 x brighter than Class I. Category X - Directional  
warning light, Category T - 360º of light, Category HT - 270º. R65 can only be approved for Amber, Blue and Red.
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EMC R10 EMC (Electromagnetic Compatibility) covers the requirements regarding the immunity to radiated and conducted disturbances related to 
direct control of the vehicle, the driver, passenger and other road users’ protection. R10 is a mandatory European product safety regulation 
which is focused more specifically on electrical products fitted to ‘on-road’ vehicles. It regulates EMC for wheeled vehicles. 
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CISPR25 CISP25 is a standard created by the International Special Committee on Radio Interference which consists of limits and methods of  
measurement of radio disturbance characteristics for the protection of receivers used on board vehicles. CISPR 25 tests to a much broader 
frequency range than ECE R10, and looks at additional bands such as DAB radio.25

CISPR

CHAPTER 8 Chapter 8 part of the official red book of highway codes and regulations in the Traffic Signs Manual issued by the Department for Transport. 
It states that any vehicle stopping on the highway for work purposes or inspections should be equipped with either a roof mounted, flashing 
amber warning lightbar, or two mounted flashing amber warning beacons.
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CAP168 / ICAO CAP168 (Civil Aviation Publication) and ICAO (The International Civil Aviation Organization) sets out the standards required at UK National 
licensed aerodromes relating management systems, operational procedures, physical characteristics, assessment and treatment of  
obstacles, visual aids, rescue and fire-fighting services and medical services.ICAO

CAP168

IP indicates the level of protection your product has by mechanical casings and electrical enclosures against intrusion, dust, accidental 
contact, and water. The first digit relates to the level of protection from solid materials (1-6). The second the resistance against liquids (1-9K). 
Together, this informs you of precise the level of protection that will be offered.
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SAE J595/J845 The Society for Automotive Engineers (SAE) has established a standardised classification system for vehicle warning lights. SAE J595 refers to 
directional flashing optical warning lights and SAE J845 refers to omnidirectional or 360-degree optical warning lights. Specific class ratings 
indicate the intensity of light produced, Class I being most powerful.
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ECE R26 ECE R26 is a UN regulation for external projections to ensure there are no sharp edges on products and that they always contain a radius 
curvature of minimum 2.5mm. 
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CA TITLE 13 California Title 13 is a regulation set forth by the California Code of Regulations for vehicle warning. The regulation categorises and sets 
standards of lighting intensity that warning lamps should meet to promote the safety of workers. 
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